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Model tests to determine back pressures on relief drain outlets — — — — — — -- 
I 

CL + Un erdrains which are installed to prevent or reduce Ffhe ------ 
hydrostatic or *;%lift pressure under a, concrete Ifloor or apron: lip. --_ _----- 
connection with spillways sometimes t6"k Plate al a hood which is — 
subjected to flowing water on the spillway face. It appeared 
possible under some ;gating conditions that the pressure on the ----- 
downstream face of the relief drain outlet .hood might be highexs f AUTHOR_ 
than the hydrostatic pressure under the slab. If this were the 
case, a check or flap gate would be needed on the outlet to 
obviate the possibility of water running into the drain, and under 
the slab. Model testa were made to determine pressures on the 
downstream face of relief drains for various exit and hood designs 
under various flow conditions to see whether or not this condition 
would, exist. 

A 1:203 scale model of a Kirwi.n Dam type relief drain was 
installed in a tilting flume in which the chute could be adjusted 
from slopes of S = 0 to S = 0..133 (Figure 1). A control gate at 
the chute entrance permitted the flow depth and velocity to be 
varied. A picot tube was used to measure the velocity at the under-
drain. A piezometer opening on the downstream face of the drain 
hood was used to measure the pr6sssure head; the drain was not 
permitted to discharge. 

Two relationships were found to exist; 

(a) For the same velocity and depth, the pressure on 
the face of the drain hood was the same for any floor slope. 

(b) For a constant velocity but with varying water depth, 
the difference between; the drain; pressure and the depth at the hood 
was a constant. 

A 1:103 scale model was installed and tested in the sae 
setting as the 1:20  model. Since the Larger model verified the 
results obtained with the smaller hoods, the tests were continued 
to determine the relationship between floor slope, velocity, stream 
depth, and pressure on the downstream face of the hood for all 
conditions within the limitations. of the model. 
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To : edu,*e the d4tn to usable farm, a curve was draw; 
through the plotted points of velocity versus the depth of water 
necessary to maintain sera pressure on the downstreau face of the 
drain hood (Figure 2). From this curve it is possible to deter-
mine the pressure on the drain for any known combination of velocity 
" depth since the difference between the pressure and the depth 
is " canst: zzt for a given velocity. If the computed field -_onditAions 
of velocity and stream depth be platted on the graph, the pressure on 
the hand will be the difference between the plotted point end the zero 
pressure cur Te: for that velocity. (See ex mpl es 1 and 2, Figure 2) . 

A 1:110 scale yodel of a Tiber Daum type relief drain hood 
was installed in the flumes and tested in the saw canner as for the 
Kirvin type. The 'curve, velocity versus depth for zero pressure for 
this drain hood., is shown or, Figure 3. A photograph of the pitot 
tube and the 'fiber relief drain model is shown on Figure I)B. 

These velocity versus depth curves are valid only above 
some minima depth. A best was =do using the Tiber drain with a 
thin sheet of water flouring dove the spillway, and with a floor slope 
of S a 0.110. As the vaster surface was lowered and the depth of the 
stream Approached the height of the drain, a hump formed can the water 
surface keeping the d.ownstreeau face of the; drain submerged. It van 
found: that the curves woos valid for the Tiber Dam drain hoed for all 
flow depths greate=r than 0.15-foot (prototype). For depths! Less 
than thle, the sheet of water parted at the upper corners of the 
drain hood axA an air packet extended downstream from the drain 
outlet. The ,jet passing over the drain hood and striking the floor 
of the spillway caused the water to back up until it stood. about 
0.13-foot (prototype) deep on the fact of the hood. 

During tests on the AlavxNgordo spillway, two undo rdra►in 
hood shapes were suggested for installation on the spillway face, 
(Figures 16A). These were; tested and evaluated to arrive at the sassac 
type of curve obtained for the Tiber and Kirwi.n drains. Since the 
Alamogordo drains were installed at the point of minimuss pressure 
on the parabolic curve dovnstresaat from the spillway gates, the 
pressure head rather than the depth was used in the computations. 
The shape and installation of the drains grad they ve=locity and depth 
curves are ,shown on Figures 4 and 5. 
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Figure 6 

l~. Alamogordo Dam, 1:36 Scale Model, Showing 
One Underdrain Outlet Against The Side 
Of The Pier And Another In The Chute. 

B. Tiber Dim Type Relief Drain Outlet And 
Pitot Tube. 

BACK PRESSURES ON RELIEF DRAIN OUTLETS 
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